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Translation 


August 27, 1940 

The first two Czechoslovaks, experienced pilots F/S František Altman and W/O Alois Vrecl, one of 
the oldest Czechoslovak airmen, who began his aviation career during the First World War in the 
ranks of the Austro-Hungarian Air Force, were assigned from the Czechoslovak Air Force Depot in 
Cosford to 24 Squadron based at Hendon Aerodrome, in leafy Middlesex, near London. 


Although 24 Squadron was a transport unit, both were designated as instructors of a group of 
Czechoslovak student pilots who had to finish their training with B Flight of the Squadron.* 


In those difficult times, Britain had struggled with a shortage of pilots and used units originally 
devoted to other tasks, including, among others, 24 (Communications) Squadron. In spite of the 
fact that at the time it was a kind of semi-training unit, the training of Czechoslovak airmen was 
actually commenced with the British Air Force. 


The group of 24 student pilots were commanded by F/O Egon Nezbeda, forming a reserve for the 
bomber squadron, and were split into two groups at 24 Squadron in Hendon. Pilots of single-
engine airplanes were trained on De Havilland DH-82A Tiger Moth, Percival Vega Gull and Miles 
Mentor Mk.I, twin-engine pilots on DH-84 Dragon, DH-89A Dragon Rapide, Percival Q- 6 Petrel 
and Avro Anson Mk.I. By May 1941, the vast majority of these airmen had been assigned to 
combat units. Older pilots then became instructors or joined air transport units. 


Upon the departure of these airmen, only Vrecl and Altman stayed at 24 Squadron and carried out 
transport tasks here at A and C Flights respectively. Later on, another 17 Czechoslovak pilots, 
seven navigators, seven radio-telegraphists and ten cabin mechanics were gradually assigned to 
this service. The unit was allocated mainly to flight crew who were no longer fit for combat service 
because of their age or injury. Most of them had experience with air transport from the pre-war 
times when they flew in the services of CSA, ČSL or Bata Airlines.


*After completing the evacuation flights for the British Expeditionary Force, 24 Squadron at 
Hendon was reorganized into three flights. A Flight provided communications with light aircraft, 
the de Havilland DH-82A Tiger Moth, Miles Magister, Mentor, and Vega Gull. B flight transported 
mail and persons using de Havilland DH-84 Dragon, DH89A Dominie, Percival Q-6 Petrel and 
Anson Mk I. C Flight operated an air service between mainland British and Northern Ireland 
(Hendon-Belfast). This Flight was also entrusted with the transportation of the wounded, sick and 
VIPs (this service was taken over by the 1415th Flight, jokingly called the “No 10 Downing Street 
Taxi Service,” canceled on 14 February 1941). For these tasks the squadron used the de Havilland 
DH-86B, DH -89A Dominie and DH-95 Flamingo, Airspeed Oxford Mk I and Envoy and the first 
Lockheed Hudson Mk.I.
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Translation 

Attachment No. 7 
No.24 (Transport) Squadron, RAF Hendon 

On 27 August 1940 F/Sgt F Altman and, two days later, W/O A Vrecl, were assigned to 24 
Squadron at Hendon from the Czechoslovak training and reserve units at Cosford.


Both were designated as training instructors for some of the student pilots (whose training was 
incomplete or with a low number of hours) at Hendon from the end of August 1940. They formed a 
reserve for 311 (Czechoslovak) Squadron (bomber) and other units. As of 31 December 1940, they 
formed a small unit of twenty one under the command of F/Lt E Nezbeda. 


The Commander of 24 Squadron, W/Cdr. H.K.Goode, DSO, DFC, AFC, assigned them to B Flight 
of the Squadron, which had a training role. To start with, British officers F/Lt Mc Leod and P/O 
Reid checked out both our instructors on single and twin-engine machines for training. Shortly 
after, our group began training on Tiger Moth, Miles Mentor, Hornet Moth, and Percival Vega Gull. 
Pilots selected for service on multi-engine machines continued training on DH 84, DH 89A, 
Percival Q6 and Avro 652A Anson. 


Trained pilots left the unit according to the Czechoslovak aviation inspectorate's instructions in 
about three groups. The first one left in January, the second in March, and the rest in May 1941. 

Most of them were later assigned to “thirtyone"*, others went to fighter squadrons, and the rest, 
mostly senior pilots, were transferred to the transport service or to other auxiliary aviation units. 


The oldest pilots in the group were W / O Andrei Beleš - 40 years old, F / Sgt Frantisek Altman - 
41 years, W/O Alois Vrecl - 45 years old. In the First World War, A. Vrecl was a military musician 
with Leoš Kvasil as well as as a medic. He responded to the call for volunteers to join the Air 
Force and signed up.  Pilot training was held in Austria in the New Town of Vienna. 


A. list of the Czech airborne group as of 31 December 1940 
(see: VHA fond Czechoslovak Air Force, VB, card No 21 year 1940) 


Commander of the group and Czechoslovak liaison officer - F/Lt Egon Nezbeda 


Flying instructors W/O A. Vrecl, F/Sgt F. Altman


Pilots - students:


	 P/O F. Vocetka	 P/O J. Stránský	 P/O B. Eichler		 P/O J. Schuck 


	 P/O B. Budil	 	 W/O A. Beleš 		 P/O Z. Kozelka 	 W/O K. Weiss 


	 P/O Nývlt 	 	 Sgt J. Sála 	 	 P/O J. Nejezchleba 	 F/Sgt O. Haas 


	 Sgt J. Chlup 	 	 Sgt A. Plocek 		 Sgt A. Dvořák 		 Sgt V. Procházka 


	 Sgt B. Hradil 	 	 Sgt J. Svoboda 	 Sgt A. Mrtvy	 	 Sgt V. Žežulka


	 Sgt V. Pánek 	 	 Sgt S. Stulir 	 	 Sgt M. Petr 	 	 Sgt J. Zákravský 




P/O Josef Schuck acted as the liaison officer of the group and negotiated with the Squadron until 
the arrival of F/Lt Nezbeda, he then worked as an interpreter. F/Sgt O. Haas also worked as an 
interpreter in the group.


B. Overview of airplanes used to train other pilots:  

1. For basic training: 

DH 82 Tiger Moth:	 	 N6747		 N6946 		 N6964 

	 	 	 	 N6965 		 N9444 


Miles M.16 Mentor Mk l (military communications version of the Miles Nighthawk): 


	 	 	 	 L4398 		 L4416 


DH 87 Hornet Moth: 	 	 W9390 (Ex G-AFDG) 


Percival Vega Gull:	 	 X9339 (Ex G.AEZK) 

	 	 	 	 X9368 (Ex G-AFEM) 

	 version Mk III. 		 P1749 


2. Continuing training on twin-engines:  

DH 84 Dragon: 	 	 X9396 (Ex G-ACMJ) 


DH 89 Dragon Rapide:	 X9457 (Ex G-ADFX) 	 	 W6455 (Ex G-AENN) 

(DH89A)	 	 	 X8507 (Ex G-AEXO)	 	 X8511 (Ex G-ADBV)


Percival Petrel - military designation Q6 (P. 16E)): 


	 	 	 	 P5635 		 P5636 		 P5638 


Avro 652A Anson Mkl: 

	 	 	 	 R3395 		 R3404 		 R3434 

	 	 	 	 R3436 		 N9784


Taken from the flying logbook of F Altman.


On November 23, 1940, on a training flight with Anson Mk l R3436, F/Lt Nezbeda crashed at 
17.40. On his descent at Barnet in Hertfordshire, he caught high-voltage wires in the dusk and 
crashed. He and three Britons escaped the accident with only minor injuries. However, the 
machine was badly damaged and had to be written off at No.54 Maintenance Unit. 


Navigation flights were conducted on the following routes: 


Hendon 

	 	 -Northolt and back 

	 	 -Peterborough and back 

	 	 -York and back 

	 	 -Sywell and back 

	 	 -Andover and back 

	 	 -Stradishall and back 

	 	 -Oakington and back 

	 	 -Farnborough back 

	 	 -Hatfield Hyde back 

	 	 -Honington and back. 


On 10 January 1941, F/Lt Dixon with F/Sgt Altman flew a seven-member group in the 24 
Squadron Lockheed 10A Electra - W9104 (Ex G-AFEB), routing Hendon-Cranwell-Digby-Hendon: 
P/O Vocetka , P/O Eichler, P/O Nyvlt, P/O Budil, F/Sgt Scarf, Sgt Zežulka and P/O Pollard for 



further training at Cranwell. In this group, there were six of our pilots who were the first to leave 24 
Squadron. (see VHA fond Czechoslovak Air Force VB, card No. 75.)


*[Editor’s note: presumably a reference to RAF Czechoslovak squadrons, which started with “31” 
eg 310, 311, 312 etc]
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From the summer of 1940, our first air units began to be assembled. First it was 310 
Fighter Squadron, 311 Bomber Squadron, 312 Fighter Squadron, and one year later 313 
Fighter Squadron. The first three squadrons were composed exclusively of leading 
Czechoslovak airmen, only in the beginning did the Czech commanders have an English 
counterpart, to introduce them to the British Royal Air Force.

I was ordered to join the 311 bomber Squadron, but I categorically refused. I wanted to fly 
only as a fighter. I had my reasons for this decision. I think flying with a multi-engine 
bomber is like riding a steamer straight back and forth, while real flying is only possible in a 
fighter where one is alone and feels like a bird in the air. Another reason was purely 
personal or private, I would not be able to drop bombs on the people below. In a fighter, 
the opponent has roughly the same equipment and chances as I do, so this is a fairly 
balanced duel. The fighter squadrons did not want me, because I was almost thirty, and 
there were enough pilots five or six years younger. 

During my stay in Cosford, I was assigned to 24 Squadron at Hendon Aerodrome in 
London at the end of August 1940. Besides me there were about twenty-five of our pilots. 
We went there to re-establish pilot habits, complete training, fly more flight hours, and 
familiarise ourselves with English aircraft. Our group formed a reserve for existing 
squadrons, mainly for the 311 Bomber Squadron. Our instructors were two pilots who were 
among the oldest. One of them was already forty-five years old and began air training in 
Austria-Hungary during the First World War. 

Since I had flown quite a lot of flight hours, I left my training with the first group in January 
1941. There were seven of us and we were taken by plane to Cranwell for further flying. I 
also recall the daily Hendon flights to Belfast, the capital of the Northern Ireland. After a 
brief training on other single-engine machines, I began to act as a flying teacher. It was 
much better now that I was flying the modern fighters.


